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laniakea sounds is delighted to present its latest pack, just deep house drums. a premium collection of deep house drums from percussion and top loops to kicks and claps. content 503 mb of content 270 wav files in total 116-124 bpm range 117 loops: 30 drum loops 35 top loops
read more vengeance electro essentials vol. 3 is back and it's more than ever. this ep contains deep, massive sounding kicks, snares and synth loops to spice up any electro, minimal, trap, dnb or house track. you'll find tons of synths, a bunch of one-shots, building blocks and drum
loops for the loop-masters. if you're looking for the next huge sound to add to your electro arsenal, or for additional content to spice up your house, this is the one-stop package you've been looking for! in this pack, you will find crazy claps, overdriven kicks, horn sections, percussion

loops, vocal loops, synth loops, fx, drum loops, percussion loops, synth loops, vocals, fx and drum loops! this pack is a perfect tool for hiphop, edm, trap and deep house production! in this pack you will find a lot of different stuff such as snare drums, claps, percussion, vocal, fx,
kicks and many more. use these sounds in your next project and have a great experience with this pack! epic and impressive kicks, tight snares and claps, ready to drop in any track! this pack features a wide variety of different kick one-shots, as well as a wide selection of different

snares, claps and percussion that are guaranteed to spice up your next track. if you're looking for the next big kick, a loud snares or a metallic clap, this is the pack for you!
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There's a new addition to the Vengeance Soft Kicks collection! This expansion pack provides 450 pure drum loops that are perfect for house, techno, and any other electronic dance music production. All loops are recorded at 24-bit/44.1-kHz resolution and loop perfectly and easily.
All 50 kits are fully customizable using the buttons on each loop. The packs sound great with the Vengeance Soft Kicks Essential Pack and add a wide variety of options for creative musical expression. Now it's the turn of the host of the Offi Disco radio show, Victory Tan, with his

24-bit samplepack titled Soft Kicks 4. You'll find all the fiesta of your club experience inside. The voluminous collection will offer you always moving sounds for all genres, such as hip-hop, house, funk, trance and much more. So if you enjoy clean & fresh bass music and want to have
it all in the shape of a samplepack then do not miss this great opportunity! This is an unforgetable release by the coolest young producer! Enjoy the most talented electronic dreamer of the world, Kevin Saunderson, with his Soft Kicks samplepack. This collection will consist of 1500
loops and effects that are guaranteed to add heart pumping beats to your tracks. As the name suggests, this pack is full of soft percussion sounds, but it also includes some epic kicks. There are loads of sounds to choose from and they are ideal for every genre! This is the ultimate

collection for the best beats and heavy bass sounds. Jazz & Funk lovers, rejoice: Veh2 Soft Kicks is now available for free download. This pack delivers all the elements you need to make your tracks jazzier or funkier: bass drums, kicks, cymbals, snares, and claps. The sounds are dry
and unprocessed, so you have total control when you mix your track! 5ec8ef588b
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